Cool Computing News

Computing majors are in demand! Here are news stories about exciting potential opportunities for you. Innovation is everywhere in computing, from the iPhone to robots to social networking and new ways of doing business. Therefore, we are also sharing breaking news on cool applications of computing.

ACM’s New Online Resource for Grads!

Tips for Finding IT Work Online

Looking for IT Work in All the Right Places

Your Degree May Be the Last Thing That Gets You a Job

Numbers Show Girls as Good at Math as Boys

Women Break to Front of Tech

The Future of Voting IT

The New IT Worker Shortage

Online Job Search Tips for International Students

Nine Non-Techie Skills that Hiring Managers Wish You Had

Google Goes Globe Trotting: To train a new generation of leaders, the search giant sends young brainiacs on a worldwide mission

Gamers and IT Employees?

Technology’s Untanglers: They Make It Really Work